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Oldham Hulme Grammar School –
Nurturing potential since 1611

CJD Mairs - Principal

Academic excellence is only part of our story.
“Welcome to Oldham Hulme Grammar School. We have a long
tradition of our students achieving excellent examination
results; however, our pupils’ successes outside of the
classroom are equally important to us.” CJD Mairs - Principal
The results Oldham Hulme Grammar School’s pupils

Aims that extend beyond the classroom

achieve speak for themselves. The confidence, self-

Since 1611, OHGS has aimed to ensure that every pupil leaves as a confident, well-rounded

assurance and determination each child discovers within

and socially adept young person ready to play their part in wider society.

themselves cannot be displayed as a graph or a chart, but
they are no less important.

We hold true to that aim even now, providing a modern education with traditional values,
tailoring education and experiences to meet individual needs.

From their entry into our nursery and infant school,
through their days as juniors and seniors, until the day
they graduate from our sixth form, every OHGS pupil
becomes part of a family.
A family that supports, nurtures and guides every single

OHGS offers pupils a broad and balanced curriculum and extracurricular programme, instilling knowledge and understanding,
building skills and laying a foundation for future success.

member; that helps them to discover and reach their
full potential.
A family we’d like to invite you to join.
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Welcome to Our Family
Nursery, Infants and Juniors (ages 3-11)

Nursery and Reception (ages 3-5)

OHGS aims to promote moral and spiritual values; emphasising

From the term in which they turn three, children are

integrity, honesty and respect for people of all ethnicities, religions,

welcome to join the OHGS family. In small classes,

abilities and ways of life.

overseen by a teacher, a level three nursery nurse and
with a dedicated personal key worker, your child will be
encouraged to investigate and explore the world.
Daily maths and English lessons are enhanced by planned
play, creative sessions and a range of extra-curricular
activities. Accompanied by our ‘forest leader,’ your child
will explore our richest resource – our beautiful outdoor
learning areas.
By the time they are ready to progress to Year 1, your
child will be growing in confidence, developing a love of
learning and enjoying meeting new challenges.
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Nursery, Infants and Juniors (ages 3-11)

It is never too soon to lay the foundations for a
happy and successful future. By joining the OHGS
family as a nursery, infant or junior pupil, your
child will take their first steps into a world of
learning and personal development.

“Joining Hulme in Year 7 was an unnecessarily worrying experience. I thought being from a
feeder school would make it difficult to settle in. How wrong was I? It’s been endless fun
and that helps you enjoy learning. I have never looked back, only forward, and love being
part of the Hulme family.” Leila - Year 8
Infants (ages 5-7)

Juniors (ages 7-11)

At the OHGS Infant School, children are introduced

As your child reaches junior age, they will be encouraged

to the National Curriculum in small classes led by

to meet the high expectations we set for them. Their

an enthusiastic teacher and highly qualified teaching

achievements will be praised, their milestones celebrated

assistants.

and their confidence bolstered inside the classroom and
across a range of extra-curricular activities.

Each day includes English, reading and maths lessons,
along with regular lessons in history, art, geography and

The day of an OHGS junior is filled with new challenges;

computer sciences. During Year 2, children will also

engaging specialist lessons in English, maths, science

begin their introductions to foreign languages.

and the humanities push pupils to reach their academic
potential; while sports, music and drama clubs help

The curriculum is further enhanced by the contribution

them to develop the personal qualities they will rely on

of our specialist PE, swimming and music teachers, along

in later life.

with a range of extra-curricular activities including dance
club, yoga and drama.

OHGS juniors are assessed using standardised scores but
our pupils do not sit the SATs tests. Instead, they will sit
the entrance exam for the senior school, where they will
progress to the next stage of their development.
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A Tradition of Excellence
Seniors (ages 11-16)

A Structure for Success
OHGS operates a ‘diamond structure.’ Until year 7,
and again in sixth form, our classes are formed of coeducational groups.
During years 7-9, our students are split into single-sex
classes, with this continuing for core subjects during years
10 and 11.
This way, we combine the academic benefits of single-sex
education and the social benefits of a combined, inclusive
school group outside of lessons.

OHGS aims to foster a spirit of enquiry and the pursuit of excellence
within a disciplined, stimulating environment in order to encourage
pupils’ development.
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Seniors (ages 11-16)

Since 1611, Oldham Hulme Grammar School has
helped pupils to exceed their expectations. Four
hundred years on, we’re proud that our seniors
continue to live up to the school’s traditions of
academic excellence.

Putting their needs first

Personal development

Working to a curriculum tailored to individual needs

While all of our expertly-taught lessons place an emphasis

and circumstances, our pupils are encouraged to set and

on academic and intellectual development, our seniors

exceed their own academic standards. The most able are

are also encouraged and supported in developing

fully challenged, while those in need of extra support and

personally, socially and emotionally.

smaller workloads are completely supported.
Whether through sporting competition, artistic creativity
By putting the needs of your child ahead of general

or by contributing to one of our varied societies, each

targets, our highly qualified subject specialists ensure that

pupil will be encouraged to foster their extra-curricular

every member of our school family can be proud of their

activities and expand their peer group.

final GCSE results.
In the classroom, on the playing fields and across
The hard work of our staff and pupils is reflected in

every school activity, seniors are also supported by

our seniors’ GCSE results, with the vast majority of

a full pastoral care team.

our student body achieving or exceeding the national
benchmark of five A*-C passes each year.

“For me the greatest part of Hulme is the relationships I
have formed with my teachers. The friendly environment
allows me to enjoy learning in all lessons and relieves any
worries. ” Tiger

- Year 10
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GCSE Results
Note – these figures are an average based on results between 2013 and 2017.

96%
A*- C passes

50%
A*- A passes
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Growth Beyond the Classroom
Extra-curricular Activities

Sporting Programmes

OHGS aims to enhance pupils’ self-awareness and self-confidence,

From keen amateurs to Olympic medallists and Premier

developing a sense of care and responsibility for the school community

League footballers, our sporting programmes have

and wider society.

instilled a love of healthy competition in generations
of OHGS students. From football and netball through
to fencing, swimming and athletics, we encourage
participation in a range of individual and team pursuits.

The Path to Gold Begins Here
OHGS alumni include sportspeople from all disciplines.
GB hockey star Nicola White’s love for the sport began
here between 1994 and 2006. By 2012, Nicola’s team had
claimed Olympic Bronze in London, before bringing
home the Gold at the Rio games of 2016. From the pitches
of Hulme to double Olympian status in just ten years!
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Extra-curricular Activities

At OHGS we expect much from our pupils in the classroom.
However, we believe that it’s outside the classroom where
they learn the social and personal skills that they’ll come
to rely on. If academic results are our pupils’ pride; our
vibrant, exciting extra-curricular activities are their joy.

Arts

Societies

Trips

A love of the arts begins early at OHGS. From nursery to

The bonds formed between peers in OHGS’ societies can

Our community expands past the school gates and our

sixth form, artistically-inclined students are supported in

last a lifetime. Academic subject clubs allow pupils to

trips and visits serve to introduce our pupils to a wider

their passions for dance, drama and creativity. Individual

further their mastery of their chosen fields, while school

world. From outdoor adventures in Yorkshire for our

students are encouraged to enter LAMDA examinations

MasterChef competitions and the Young Enterprise

infants and juniors, through to senior trips as far afield as

and AJIS Music festivals, while the whole school comes

Scheme promote skills that will provide a firm grounding

the Arctic circle and sub-Saharan Africa, we take pride in

together for a spectacular annual school show.

for future hobbies and careers alike.

placing the world at our pupils’ feet.
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Supporting and Nurturing
A Family, A Community, A School

We believe that the one thing above all others that makes us different
is that we treat every student, every member of staff, every parent,
every guardian and every former pupil as part of a family.
An OHGS pupil is supported, nurtured and guided.
The foundations of our pupils’ academic successes are

From the individual key workers assigned to our nursery children, through to the

rooted in the pastoral care and close-knit community of

careers guidance team supporting our sixth formers, every member of our school

the OHGS family.

family is given the personal support that will encourage them to meet their potential.

At a personal level, each pupil also has access to a form
tutor, head of year and school counsellor, each of whom

A key part of our commitment to fostering a supportive community atmosphere is ensuring

is able to provide advice and guidance. Students can also

that each of our pupils’ additional and unique requirements are met. Children with

use our Tootoot app to discuss their problems and receive

additional needs will be provided with a full and balanced curriculum, along with in-class

immediate support.

support, differentiated learning materials and individual tuition where required.
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Supporting and Nurturing

What makes Oldham Hulme Grammar School different? We aren’t the
only school to boast superb exam results, or a cabinet filled with sporting
trophies, or even an illustrious history.

“Hulme has been part of our family for decades and has allowed each generation to develop in their
own way and to achieve their full potential. My husband and I met in the sixth form and 30 years
later our three children and several nieces and nephews have flourished as part of the wider
Hulme ‘family’.” Suzanne - Ex pupil and current parent
Traditional House System

Thriving Alumni Community

Hulme, Lees, Assheton and Booth-Platt are names which

Membership of our family doesn’t end with the opening

echo through OHGS’ history. These proud names are

of a GCSE or A-level results letter. Oldham Hulme has a

reflected today in our traditional house system.

thriving alumni community, many of whom act as career
mentors for our current pupils or support the school in a

Led by a sixth form House Captain and House

variety of other ways.

Representatives from each year group, these four houses
compete for the annual Needham Trophy. This spirited

Whether they’ve moved on into further study, to a career

contest fosters a sense of ownership and belonging within

on stage or screen, or to represent their country on

our pupils, all while expanding their peer groups to create

the biggest stage, each of our alumni can count on the

a community atmosphere throughout the school.

support of the school, their former classmates, and the
extended Hulme family.

BOOTH-PLATT

LEES

ASSHETON
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HULME

Brian Cox OBE, FRS - Professor of Particle Physics and TV Presenter

John Stapleton - Journalist and Broadcaster

Nicola White, MBE - Olympic Gold Medallist

David Nott OBE OStJ FRCS - Consultant Vascular Surgeon and Co-Founder of David Nott Foundation

Could your
child be next?
Sarah Lancashire, OBE - Actress

Nedum Onuoha - Professional Footballer

Preparing for Success
Sixth Form (ages 16-18)

Academic Progress
Small class sizes, individual guidance and pastoral care
are the key to academic progress for our sixth formers.
Each student will have access to one-to-one support from
academic departments, specialist career and university
admissions advice, along with the support of their peers.

Enhancement Programmes
For those aspiring to Oxbridge or competitive degree
courses, we offer enhancement programmes to ensure
that our students have access to the most prestigious
universities.
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Sixth Form (ages 16-18)

Oldham Hulme Grammar School’s sixth form
has prepared generations of pupils for top
universities and successful careers. During their
two years with our sixth form, your child will lay
the foundations for a lifetime of future success.

A-level Results

Leaving with more

Note – these figures are an average based on results between 2013 and 2017.

An OHGS sixth former leaves with much more than

99.5 %

63%

9%

Overall A-level Passes

A* - B Passes

A* Passes
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A-levels and a place at university. By encouraging our
students to mentor our younger pupils and participate
in a range of subject and sporting related activities,
we ensure that our sixth formers are armed with the
resilience, self-reliance and leadership skills they’ll rely
on throughout their future careers.

Sample Destinations of Recent Leavers
Russell Group

•

Non Russell Group

•

Durham University

Lancaster University

Imperial College London

Loughborough University

King’s London

Nottingham Trent University

Newcastle University

University of Hull

Queen’s University Belfast

University of Huddersfield

University of Edinburgh

Heriot Watt University

University of Glasgow

Reading University

University of York

Buckinghamshire University

University of Birmingham

University of Hertfordshire

University of Cambridge
University of Oxford
University of Leeds
University of Liverpool
University of Manchester
University of Warwick

Russell Group places secured
2016: 58%
2017: 46%
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Oldham Hulme Grammar School
Chamber Road, Oldham, OL8 4BX
Telephone: 0161 624 4497
Email: admissions@ohgs.co.uk
Web: www.ohgs.co.uk

